ABSTRACT. In an earlier paper the authors described an algorithm for determining the quasi-order, Qt(b) 
smallest positive integer n such that t n +/-i mod b, and the algorithm determined the sign (i) e e =0, I, on the right of the congruence. In this sequel we determine the The second and third rows of this array determine Qt(b) and ; and the last 3 rows of the array determine F. If the first row of the array is multiplied by F, we obtain a canonical array, which also depends only on the last 3 rows of the given array; and we study its arithmetical properties.
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Given t,b >_ 2, mutually prime, the quasi-order of t mod b, written Qt(b) , is the smallest positive integer k such that tkm +i mod b. We have described in [HP] two Qt (b) algorithms for determining Qt(b) and for deciding whether t m +I mod b or Qt (b) t -1 mod b. In fact, our algorithms provide us with a residue E mod 2 such Qt (b) that t ---(-I) mod b. In this paper, which can be viewed as a sequel to [HP] , we give an algorithm for determining the complementary factor F such that Qt (b) [HP] , since there we included neither the qi nor t in the notation.
We recall that gcd(b,ai) is independent of and we call (0.3) reduced if gcd(b,ai) I. We also call (0.3) contracted if there is no repetition among the a i.
The main theorem of [HP] is a (trivial) non-canonical symbol.
Our next lemma is a portmanteau enunciation on quasi-orders; recall the notation 
